state. This neutrophil phenotype with hyperactive exocytosis of NErich granules correlated with early structural lung damage by CT coupled with the PRAGMA-CF scoring system. Therefore, this distinguishing feature of neutrophilic airway inflammation in CF could potentially be a key process in early CF lung disease.
By contrast, other biomarkers of neutrophilic inflammation, such as the BAL neutrophil percentage and free extracellular NE activity (measured by a sensitive Förster resonance energy transfer-based assay) did not correlate with structural changes on CT. This is contrary to previously reported work of AREST-CF (Australian Respiratory Early Surveillance Team for Cystic Fibrosis) group regarding the role of free NE, which predicted the subsequent development of bronchiectasis (4, 8) . Potential reasons for this discrepancy may be the use of a more sensitive assay for free NE in the current study compared with the group's previous studies (4, 8) , and the comparison of free NE with the sensitive PRAGMA-CF score, which has been reported to be more sensitive for detecting early structural lung abnormalities (9) . In addition, the cross-sectional design of the current study, with structural changes detected at a single time point, may not be reflective of the impact of released NE and the dynamics of airway inflammation over time.
Although the data on neutrophil exocytosis are novel, this study has limitations. First, this was not a specifically designed prospective study; patients were drawn from different cohorts with different inclusion criteria. This may have resulted in a more heterogeneous study population and introduced variability into the data. Second, the control group was small and contained subjects with a mixture of underlying diagnoses. Ideally, individuals with CF would be compared with patients with a disease process also characterized by neutrophilic airway inflammation and structural lung damage over time, such as primary ciliary dyskinesia. Third, clinical data such as the temporal relationship between testing and episodes of increased respiratory symptoms, antibiotic use, respiratory microbiology, or functional measures of lung function (e.g., the lung clearance index) are not available. Fourth, BALF only reflects the inflammatory process the airway lumen and not in the airway wall, where structural remodeling takes place. Finally, surface expression assessed by flow cytometry may not be a direct representation of exocytosis, and a functional assay may be better suited to reflect the impact of exocytosis on the inflammatory process in the airways.
Biomarkers to detect neutrophilic inflammation could be useful for tracking the progression of airway pathology over time and be included as outcome measures in interventional trials. The results of this study raise the question as to whether neutrophil exocytosis could serve as a biomarker for airway inflammation in CF. However, bronchoscopy for BALF is an invasive procedure and impractical for repeated measurements in the clinical setting. A noninvasive test of neutrophil exocytosis would be required before this biomarker could be translated to the clinical setting.
Neutrophil exocytosis-specific inhibitors with antiinflammatory activity have been developed and tested in animal models (10) . Could these small-molecule drugs have therapeutic potential in CF lung disease? Although this is an enticing prospect, our understanding of the process of neutrophil degranulation is still in its infancy; therefore, it is difficult to predict whether the neutrophil activation process would be an appropriate therapeutic target. If the major driver for enzyme release is cell death rather than exocytosis from live neutrophils, then pursuing the antiprotease shield mechanism would likely be a more successful approach. Ultimately, longitudinal studies directly assessing neutrophil degranulation will be required to determine exactly how NE and other neutrophilderived products damage the airways, to better define the best targets for antiinflammatory treatment in patients with CF. n 
